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ABSTRACT 
Ongoing research to identify phones and measure 

their durations in recordings of read speech has resulted 
in the analyais of 10,300 phones produced by six talkers. 
The texh, the marking technique and some pr!!liminary 
results were reported previously [2]. This report extends 
the earlier findings and tests for the presence of well
established durational cues cited in the literature. The 
analysis found, in general, that most of the cited effects 
are not dearly evident in continuous (read) speech aig
nals. Some findings to be discussed are (a) complete
ness of stops; (b) stop variation in context; and (c) vowel 
lengthening. 

INTRODUCTION 
This is a progress report in an on-going program 

dealing with segmental durations in connected speech 
aignals. An earlier report [2] described, in detail, the 
speech materials, talkers and methods of analysis. The 
study of these recorded materials has continued with an 
emphasis on segment durations and modeling or distribu
tions. This report. deals with measurements made on two 
scripts as spoken by six typical talkers-three from the 
original slow group (Nos. 1, 4 & 7; Table II (21) and three 
from the /rut group (Noa. 22, 34 & 43.) The scripts total 
approximately 600 words in 33 sentences (2, Appendix]. 

As before, the speech-sound segments of the readings 
were identified by studying a computer-graphics spectro
gram and/or waveform display while simultaneously lis
tening to the signal and by applying most of the stand
ard criteria of acoustic and auditory phonetics. For stops 
and affricates the hold portions were measured (with oc
casional exceptions), as well as the plosive releaae. For 
■tops with nonplonve releases-nasal, lateral, etc.-the 
released portion generally was included in the following 
segment. Word and pause boundaries are marked and 
have been used in the analysea. 

SEGMENTAL DURATIONS 
On the completemm of atop,. A finding in Crystal 

& House [2] was the low percentage or "complete" stops 
(hold + plosive release) in the sample. Recently, stop 
closure duration was studied [6] with •aytematic condi
tionst using a corpus in which more than 95% of the 
at.ops were complete. Such a corpus may be very un
characteristic of standard speech. 

In this corpus the over-all frequency of occurrence or 
. complete stops is 59%. There is a tendency for voiceless 
stops to be complete a higher percentage or the time 
than voiced stops (over-all,.__65% va. 51%), particularly 
In word-final position (4270 "'· 18%.) As expected, 
word-initial st_ops are comrlete more oRen than word
ftnal ones (85% "'· 33%. There is a tendency, also, 
for velars to be complete more often than more fronted 
stops. Stop completeness is examined more closely in 
Table 1. The table entries display individual stops in 
various contexts, as indicated. Caveat lector: Validity 
is limited by small sample size and consequent atypical 
phoneme distributions! 

The finding that plosions for /t/ and /k/ were al
ways, essentially, measurable following /s/ 1s a little un
expected; they are considerably shorter, however, than 
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Table 1. Proportion (Pr) of occurrence or complete 
1top11 in various context,. Symbols: SI= silence; # = 
word boundary; - = undefined context; N = total 

tokens in cateiof. Six talkers; two acriP.ts. [A] #stop-; 
IBJ # stop+lfr; C] #s+atop+vowd; [D] #s+stop+r; 
[E -stop#; [F -atap#SI. 

Poaition in Word 
An11 Initial Final 

Stop A B C D E F 
p Pr .55 .88 .94 - .34 .23 -

N 108 42 18 0 6 43 0 

t Pr .61 .84 .67 1.00 .96 .36 .49 
N 734 234 18 66 24 363 40 

k Pr .77 .98 1.00 1.00 - .69 .95 
N 310 137 17 8 0 73 21 

b Pr .79 .79 .82 - - - -
N 208 206 29 - - 0 0 

d Pr .34 .81 .92 - - .18 .31 
N 471 116 12 - - 320 51 

g Pr .87 .93 .76 - - .34 1.00 

N 60 54 17 - - 8 1 

All Pr .59 .85 .79 * * .38 .48 
N 1891 798 111 * * 838 163 

*(voiced cognates do not occur) 

the plosions of singletons. In the case of stops followed 
by /1/ or /r /, the plosion releases that occur generally are 
lalhzed or rhoticized. It is interesting to notice, also, that 
a higher percenta,e or plosions occurs in prepausal word
flnal stops (col. F) than in word-final stops in general. 

Completeness of stops appears to be related to talk
ing rate. The counts in Table 2 show that the fast talkers 
had about 10% lower completion than the alow talkers. 

Differentiation of stop accluaion. Table 2 displays 
the duration of stop occlusions (holds) as a function of 
voicing characteristic and of place of articulation. (The 
results for all stops are highly similar.) 

Table 2. Analysis or hold portions of complete stops 
a:cording to voicing characteristic (two left cols.) and 
place of articulation (three right cols.) Three alow and 
three faat talkers. Two scripts. N = number of tokens. 
Dur = duration in ms. 

Voicing Placr: 
Talker, Voiced V'le,a Labial .Alueol. Velar 
Slow Dur 54 55 58 50 62 

N 202 388 120 322 148 
Frut Dur 54 50 56 48 53 

N 173 356 104 281 144 
All Dur 54 53 57 4g 58 

N 375 744 224 603 292 

The entries indicate that the hold portions of the alow 
talkers tend to be a few ms longer than those of the /aat 
talkers. The durations of the holds of voiced and voice
less stops are not substantially ditl'erent, contradicting 
experiments using citation forms [1] or words in a frame 
r10). Thia con.firms earlier observations [2] questioning 
f.he potential usefulness or a putative perceptual cue [l, 



SJ baaed on 1uch a ditrerence. (On the other hand, the 
aTerage plo,ioru or voicelea1 stops are about twice as long 
a1 those or voiced stops, as noted earlier by Zue [11].) 

The efl'ect or place or articulation is complicated. 
The average durations of the hold portions for the three 
(putative) places or stop articulation (right portion of 
Table 2), while not very different, show a definite ten
dency for alveolar stops to be shortest. The ploaions give 
a different pattern, however, with duration increasing, on 
the average, as the point of contact moves from the lips 
to the velum. This results in total atop duration that, 
on the average, is about 80 ma for alveolars and labials 
and about 100 ma for velars. 

O'Shaughneasy [9] measured durations of sounds in ' 
French words embedded in a sentence frame. In his 
materials labial stops were about 20 ma longer than lin
gual stops, with both types being considerably longer 
than the present results. He also has reported average 
stop (hold) durations for a read French passage [8] that 
are more comparable to the values in Table 3, but reports 
that voiceless stops are 10-15 ma lonfer, on the average, 
than voiced stops (63 ms "'· 78 ms. Zue's fll] finding 
of longer releases for velars compared to labials and al
veolara is supported in these materiala, but his finding of 
longer hold portions for /p/ u,. ft/ and /k/ is not. 

The corpus also contained 705 hold-only stops, viz., 
without plosion per ,e. The average hold duration for 
these stops is the same, eSBentially, as that for complete 
stops, and the tempo-group ditrerences are comparable. 

The over-all conclusion, supported by (6], is that, in 
continuous speech, the hold portions of atop consonants 
are not strong indicators of voicing characteristic or place 
of articulation. 

Vocalic uariation. A contextual effect that is well
studied in English-lately in l6]-is the change of vocalic 
duration as a function of the voicing characteristic of the 
following consonant in the same syllable-the so-called 
lengthening-be/ore-uoicing effect. In [2] it was found for 
long {that is, ten,e) vowels preceding stops, but not for 
short (laz) vowels preceding stops, nor for either type or 
vowel preceding fricatives. In the present data the effect 
was investigated when the consonants are word-final and 
when they are word-final and prepausal, Tliz., followed by 
a pause (but see caueat above.) Two general facts emerge: 
(1) the average duration of vowels preceding word-final 
prepausal consonants is considerably longer than that of 
vowels preceding word-final consonants in general, and 
(2) with the prepausal constraint, the data demonstrate 
the lengthening-before-voicing e.ll'ect. The only exception 
noted was for the few cases of short vowels preceding 
fricatives. With this exception, there is an average 20-ms 
lengthening associated with vowels preceding prepausal 
voiced (u,. voiceless) obstruents. Without the prepausal 
constraint, however, the effect is not evident. It can 

. be noted, also, that the progressive lengthening of short 
vowels before /t/, /s/,,n/, /d/ and /z/, pointed out in 
Lehiste (4), is not foun in the present materials. 

O'Shaugbnessy (9] described two •strong" precon
sonantal e.trects on vocalic duration in French: lengthen
ing before voiced fricatives and ahortening before voice
le111 obstruente. Neither effect is obvious in the present 
data, but there is a tendency for long vowels to lengthen 
before voiced fricatives. In (9) there also was a •weak" 
tendency for vocalic duration to vary inversely with vowel 
height. The present data confirm this for high (long) 
vowels (viz., Ji/ & /u/: N = 379) which are, on the 
average, shorter-108 ms-than other long vowels. How
ever, the relation faila when mid (long) vowels (/e/ & /o/: 
N = 318, Dur= 141 ms) are compared to !ow (long) 
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TDWela (/a/ & /e/: N = 464, Dur= 132 ma.) 
Chen (11 reported that the lengthening usually at,. 

tributed to the voicing characteristic of a postvocalic con
sonant functions across intenening sonorants separating 
a vowel and an obstruent (,ent "'· ,end.) In his citation~ 
form data, both sonorant and vowel were lengthened be
fore a voiced, compared to a voiceleBB, obstruent. A 
rough test-long and short vowels, separately, before 
nasals and liquids followed by /p/, /t/, /k/, /f/, /f/, /11/ 
and their voiced cognate1-shows the effect to be quite 
robutt in the present data. 

Table 3. Mean .durations (Dur) and standard devia
tions (SD), in ms, for five •matched" pairs of back and 
front vowels preceding word-final stops and nasals grouped 
by place of articulation. N = number of tokens. Types 
in groups not equated. 

Back Vowel, Front Vowel, 
Coruonant Claa, N Dur SD N Dur SD 

Labial 80 128 42 82 116 56 
Dental 262 125 58 411 84 48 
Velar 12 67 14 82 92 35 , 

Another potential influence of consonantal context 
on vocalic duration is a place-of-articulation effect dis
cussed by Fischer-J,srgensen [31 in which, before labials 
and dentals, back vowels > front vowels, but before 
velars, back vowels < front vowels. Data for exam.inin; 
this effect are presented in Table 3 (see caueat above.} 
For each consonant class the vowel category that, on 
the average, is longest, is the one predicted by Fiacher
J,srgensen. The Fischer-J!llrgensen study followed one by 
Maack 17], which claimed the relation "vowel+velar > 
vowel+dental > vowel+Iabial," but this relation does 
not hold in the present data. Further tests of vowels 
preceding word-final labial, dental and velar consonants 
using (1) 10 vowels (six long; four short) and {2) using all 
vowels occurring in the context resulted in an ordering by 
vocalic length that was the reverse of that described by 
Maack (7]. There are reports also on durational variation 
according to voicing characteristic for vowels following 
stops [3, 9]. Some or these phenomena are found in the 
present data. 
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